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Over the past year, there has been growing concern
over online privacy in the UK. According to Praeferre’s
digital survey on the topic of current attitudes towards
online personal data use and privacy, over 20 thousand
consumers in UK responded that they are concerned
about their privacy and how their data is used. They are
mostly concerned because of the increasing use of
digital technologies in all aspects of their lives.
How concerned are you about your online privacy
compared to one year ago?
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Since May 2018, the General Data Protection Regulation governs
how organisations manage and structure their customer data. Many
of the stipulations were already covered in the UK's Data Protection
Act, but since May 2018, organisations have to prove that they
have proper data-processing controls in place and that they comply
with GDPR.
The GDPR is the most fundamental change in data protection
legislation for the past 20 years and is the first attempt to create
comprehensive and enforceable laws. The legislation will affect all
domestic and international businesses operating in the UK and EU
– regardless of size – threatening those who fail to comply with
hefty fines of up to €20 million or 4% of global revenues, depending
on which one is larger.

MORE THAN 20,000 UK
CITIZENS PARTICIPATED IN
PRAEFERRE’S DIGITAL
TESTING AND SHOWED THEIR
INCREASING CONCERN OVER

DATA PRIVACY
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According to the ‘An industry perspective on privacy 2021’ report
in partnership with Praeferre, University of Manchester, Centre of
Secure Information Technologies (CSIT) and Queen’s University
Belfast, of 35 companies participated, 98% of the organisations
feel that GDPR has given them the basic framework to start to
address issues around data privacy, but the majority of the firms
are still unsure about what would be the best approach to manage
and maintain customers data in more comprehensive, efficient and
compliant way. As most organisations are still working out how best
to address these issues and be GDPR complaint, we see the
varying levels of willingness and approaches to address issues
around privacy.

Chief security officer of one of the UK’s leading
international airports said that their main focus on
data is it’s rewards scheme. Whilst many of their
customers use outlets in the airport and potentially
share data with them, these are separate businesses
and their airport acts as landlord for them. They are
also concerned with data in terms of monitoring
different issues like criminal activities, environmental
impact related to how people travel to the airport etc.
Hence it is critical for them to manage those data in a
diligent way while maintaining the consumer trust.
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After the GDPR implementation on 2018,
over two thirds of UK medium and large
size companies, who deals with consumers
data, on average spend more than £ 1.4
millions a year for GDPR compliance.
According to a Senior Manager in
Risk Advisory with one of the big four
– ‘GDPR is proving a successful
strategy for lawyers, with some of the
UK companies he has worked in
spending up to 40% of their total
GDPR compliance budgets – which
the IAPP estimates to be around $2.4
million per FTSE 350 firm – on legal
advice alone. That means though
companies are spending substantially
on GDPR compliance but that doesn’t
help building trust over consumer
data privacy. Companies deals with
consumer data should focus more on
practical approach to deal with their
customers data and bring more
transparency over managing those
customers’ information to build the
user
community
with
more
confidence on both the sides.
PRAEFERRE

‘Praeferre

will
enable
businesses to not just
comply with GDPR but go
beyond it, by helping
customers to understand
what data is being collected
and how it is being used,
and empowering them to
have increased control of
their data, will mean
businesses can develop
more
transparent
and
ethical data management
practices and policies’
Adam Frost, CPO at Praeferre.
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Even with the substantial spending on GDPR compliance, companies
can still fall foul of the legislation and receive hefty fines for not being
fully compliant. Since its enforcement in May 2018, GDPR authorities
have imposed €114 million ($126 million) in fines, according to a report
by DLA Piper. Italy tops the list with the highest aggregate fines of more
than €69.3 million, followed by Germany, France, and the UK. The ICO
(UK) issued 17 GDPR fines in 2020 for violations ranging from
marketing emails to data breach.
Category A - Stalwarts in trust and spending
hefty amount on data privacy,
Category
A

Category
B

Ctegory C

Category B - Spending substantially for GDPR
but still charged with hefty penalties for being
non-compliant with user data privacy
Category C - Retail space but not confident
enough how online trading would impact the
business on branding etc. Hence limiting their
online presence.

The high-level categories of UK companies based on the privacy and trust

Commenting on the study figure, Abhishek Ghosh, CEO at
Praeferre said ‘considering the increasing trend of the data trust
issue between the consumers and the enterprises, its critical to
bring the transparency in data mining and usage to the wider user
communities. That eventually would help the brands to build their
portfolio and community in more confident and sustainable way.’
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